Closed-Loop Control of Tremor-Predominant Parkinsonian State Based on Parameter Estimation.
A significant feature of Parkinson's disease (PD) is the inability of the thalamus to respond faithfully to sensorimotor information from the cerebral cortex. This may be the result of abnormal oscillations in the basal ganglia (BG). Deep brain stimulation (DBS) is regarded as an effective method to modulate these pathological brain rhythmic activities. However, the selection of DBS parameters is challenging because the mechanism is not well understood. This work proposes the design of a closed-loop control strategy to automatically adjust the parameters of a DBS waveform based on a computational model. By estimating the synaptic input from BG to the thalamic neuron model as feedback variable, we designed and compared various control algorithms to counteract the effects of pathological oscillatory inputs. We then obtained optimal DBS parameters to modulate the tremor-predominant Parkinsonian state. We showed that even a simple proportional controller provides higher fidelity of thalamic relay of sensorimotor information and lower energy expenditure, as compared with classical open-loop DBS. Integral action further enhances DBS performance. Additionally, a positive bias voltage further improves the relay ability of the thalamus with decreased stimulation energy expenditure. These findings were conducive to the development of a more effective DBS to further improve the treatment of the PD.